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Corruption definition

 A phenomenon through which a public employee act

differently from the normative pattern of the administrative

system favoring particular interests in exchange for monetary

reward.

 Problem: does not dela with network between public and

private actors



1988 Constitution and new 

institutions to deal with corruption

 TCU Union Auditing Court

 Ministerio Público and

 The Federal Police



Works with serious indications of irregularities with 

stoppage recommendation:

Seq. UF Obra Anexo da LOA

1 PI Construção da Vila Olímpica -

Parnaíba/PI

YES

2 RS BR-448/RS - Implantação e 

Pavimentação

NO

3 SP BRT - SP - Itaim Paulista / São 

Mateus

NO

4 SP Corredor de ônibus – SP – Radial 

Leste –Trecho 1

NO

5 SP Corredor de ônibus – SP – Radial 

Leste –Trecho 3

NO

• Of the 61 works with serious signs of irregularities, nine not fit in the art. 112, § 1, sections IV and

V, the LDO / 2015 corresponding to serious indications of irregularities with stoppage of

recommendation (IG-P) and serious indications of irregularities with partial retention values (GI-

R).

Fonte: http://www.ebc.com.br/noticias/economia/2015/11/tcu-recomenda-paralisacao-de-5-obras-e-retencao-de-recursos-para-4



The role of the Public Prosecution 

 Art. 25 of Law 8625/93 In addition to the functions 

provided for in the Federal and State Constitutions, the 

Organic Law and other laws, responsibility also to the 

prosecutor: (...)

 IV - to institute civil investigation and public civil action, 

according to the law:

 b) for the annulment or declaration of invalidity of acts 

detrimental to public property or administrative morality of 

the state or municipality, its indirect administrations or 

foundational or private entities that participate; (...)



MPF's actions in cases of 

corruption:



Federal Police operations:

Fonte: http://www.pf.gov.br/imprensa/estatistica/operacoes



Company and Campaign Financing 

in Brazil:

 Candidates spending and political parties election campaigns in Brazil jumped

from R$ 798 million in the 2002 presidential elections to R$ 4.6 billion in

2012.The increase is 471%, while inflation in the same period was 78%.

 Over the years, also decreased substantially the amount of donations made by

citizens for election campaigns. While in 2004, 27% of donations were made by

voters last year only 4.9% of the total donations came from individuals. In other

words, companies today finance 95% of the cost of election campaigns.



Financing companies of the 2014 

campaign:



Fonte: Gazeta do Povo



Operation Lava-jato:

 Largest anti-corruption operation in Brazil so far.

 Lava jato has two phases:

The first one the systemic phase involved identifying sources of 

corruption within the company, mainly linked to long time 

officials

Paulo Roberto Costa, Nestor Ceveró.

They were arrested, Petrobrás money was returned and hey 

collaborated through a device similar to plea bargain.



Lava Jato

 Lava Jato’s second phase:

 Started November 2014 weeks ater the elections results and 

involved the arrest of all important empreitoeiros ( a special 

cathegory of bidders for

 Large public works)



Comparison of the sentence before and after plea bargain

awarded under Operation Lava-Jato.



Comparison of the sentence before and after denunciation 

agreements awarded under Operation Lava-Jato.



Media relationship with the 

institutions:
• Number of materials on the operation Lava-jato dedicated negative valence to 

institutions federal government, Congress, Federal Judiciary, Federal Police and 

public prosecutors  in JN over the past twelve weeks.



Midia and lava jato

 Brazil virtual midia monopoly

 Different impact of the corruption charges

on parties

Parties involved: PP 55 

PMDB 12

PT 12

PSDB 02



Contributions to parties by lava jato 

involved companies
Doações por partido

Partidos Valores (R$)

PT 131,633,500.00

PSDB 68,290,200.00

PMDB 64,760,000.00

PSB 21,756,181.05

DEM 18,588,546.08

PP 14,055,000.00

PR 14,052,500.00

PSD 8,769,081.00

PDT 5,586,245.00

PTB 4,378,730.00



Parties with deputies investigated or defendants in the 

Supreme:

Fonte: Estadão Dados



• Number of Cover Texts on the operation Lava-jato dedicated negative valence to 

parties over the past twelve weeks.



• Number of materials on the operation Lava-jato conveyed in JN who dedicated 

neutral valence to parties over the past twelve weeks.



Impeachment and corruption

 Change in power relations through midiatic and juridical 

attack on sovereign institutions.

 The break of the centrist tradition of the nova república

 Juridical and midiatic control over the political agenda



Payment of kickback to the PT for 

Dilma Rousseff's campaign.



Odebrecht delata slush fund 

cash for Geraldo Alckmin of 

PSDB.
José Serra received 23 million 

through slush found says 

Odebrecht.



Violations of Judge Sergio Moro, according

to minister Teori Zavascki.
 Minister Teori Zavascki of the Federal Supreme Court ruled that the 13th Federal Criminal Court

of Curitiba should send all investigations involving former President Lula to the Supreme Court.

 According to Teori, Judge Sergio Moro, who tapped Lula's conversations with authorities with

special forum prerogative were recorded and attached to the file. The Judge should have sent the

case to the Supreme Court for the court to decide on whether or not to split process.

 According to the minister, the judge’s decision on tappings was illegal and unconstitutional. First

because it was the result of a first-degree decision regarding facts involving defendants with forum

prerogative in the Supreme Court. Then because, in divulging the content of the clips, Moro

violated the constitutional right to the guarantee of confidentiality of those involved in the

conversations.



Violations of Judge Sergio Moro, according 

to minister Teori.

 Also according to Teori, "There is no way to conceive, therefore, the public

disclosure of the conversations in the way they were operated, especially those

that are not related to the subject of the criminal investigation. Contrary to this

express order, which is repeated, it is based on constitutional validity, the

invocation of the public interest of the disclosure or the status of public persons

of the interlocutors is not possible, as if those authorities or their interlocutors

were totally unprotected in their Intimacy and privacy. "



"Lava jato" does not need to follow common 

case rules, decide TRF-4.

“The Federal Regional Court of the 4th Region decided on

Thursday (September 22) that the “Lava jato" operation does not

have to follow the rules of the common processes. Lawyers point

out that the investigations ignore the limits of the law by, for

example, permitting tapings in a law office, disclosure of

telephone interceptions involving the president of the Republic

and the "import" of evidence from Switzerland without the

necessary authorization by the Ministry of Justice. But for the

Special Court of TRF-4, the cases "bring unprecedented problems

and require unprecedented solutions".

“Court justices contend that jet-laced situations are beyond generic rulemaking. In addition, "a permanent threat to the

continuity of investigations" would justify exceptional treatment in rules such as the secrecy of telephone communications.

Based on this, Lula defense lawyers filed a petition against federal judge Sergio Moro for having disclosed a conversation

between former presidents Dilma Rousseff and Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva (PT)”.

Source: http://www.conjur.com.br/



conclusions

 Politicization of the judicial system

 Midia is a not a watchdog institution but part of the change in 

public opinion perception

 Long term change in perception causing a change in political 

power


